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1 – Company overview
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Near Grenoble, hotbed of French technology

www.teemphotonics.com
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Corporate background

•
•

Founded November 1998 (Spin-off Schneider Electric/GeeO)
HQ in Meylan near Grenoble

•

Transformed business model from telecom to commercial lasers

>
>
>

•

Pioneered integrated optical EDWATM
Acquired MIT-based Picolaser line in 2005
Sold Telecom splitter line in 2006

Successfully developed the laser line
> 7,000 Picolasers shipped

•
•
•

45 people
Clean room production facility
Worldwide presence, direct sales in Germany and USA, 15
distributors
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Provide picosecond class laser solutions
at nanosecond economics
•

Materials microprocessing, Scanning & Sensing, Biomedical
at speeds and costs comparable to nanosecond lasers

> Hard, soft and transparent materials can be minutely processed
> Cost of ownership allows rapid return-on-investment
> Reliable for 24/7 operation

•

Inexpensive generation of high peak power, ultrashort pulses at high
repetition rates

> Energetic pulses, 300ps to 900ps, with excellent beam quality
> Highly efficient nonlinear conversion, to Deep UV 266nm
> Flexible frequency (rep. Rate) tuning and control

•

Micro-fabrication of polymer and organic material structures

> Pulse duration regime optimum
> Sub-wavelength resolution
> High performance 3D capabilities
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Volume capable and flexible production capability in a
world-class facility

•

•

2,000m² facility, class 100 workstations in class 10,000
clean rooms:
> Low fixed manufacturing costs
> High production yields
> Low start-up costs for on demand production flexibility
> High quality level
> Production procedures inspired by ISO 9001 standards.
A fast time to market organization,
> Vertical integration in the design, manufacturing and packaging.
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Picolaser: the simplest of the Ultrafast lasers is based on
a unique monolithic approach

•

A picolaser turns the continuous power of a
semiconductor laser diode into a stream of picosecond
pulses
Laser
Material

Pump
diode

Applications
Hi Def Surveying
All segments
BioMed

Winning Features
Compact
Cost effective
Picolaser
No heat dissipation

Mirrors
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Saturable
Absorber

Demonstrated Outstanding lifetime and reliability
Design, know-how combine to provide:
•
•
•

Over 45,000 hours of operation in Infra Red
Over 25,000 hours of operation in Deep UV
High reliability
Pulse Energy vs Operating time
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Microchip product line: higher average power

•

Microchip laser power doubled at 1064nm

Higher power creates more durable and visible graphite lines
on raw diamonds being planned for cutting operations
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Secured Intellectual Property

Teem Photonics owns or controls the intellectual property relevant to all
its products:

•

•
•

Exclusive IP rights on Passively Q-Switched picosecond
microlaser
License agreement on high power fiber technology with IMRA
Exclusive License agreement on µFab3D application with
Université Joseph Fourier
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Short Term Evolution of Sales by Region

•

2011 will see some balancing of the Asia-based 2010 uptake
with Europe sharply contributing to growth
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2010 and projected 2011 sales by Regions
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Expand current segments into bigger ones

•

•
•

The company in 2010 has sold into 4 main
segments:
> Diamond marking
> Biology
> Scanning & Sensing
> All others & R&D
Altogether these segments represent a combined
addressable market in the 50M€ range.
Effort in place to move into bigger segments while
keeping this initial base
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New segments moves TAM in the x 100s M€ range

•

•

Diamond Marking

•

Biology

•

Scanning & Sensing

•

All Others

•
•
•
•

Marking: transparent material
and metal marking
Micro-Machining: Metals,
Semiconductors & Ceramics
BioMedical: Biology & Eye
refractive surgery
Scanning & Sensing: Remote
sensing, bio-detection
R&D and Others
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New 355 nm UV Picoflash laser
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2 – A short history of Teem
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Life was not always so simple…

•

Starting up:
> Initial work on integrated optical waveguides was

>

•

done within a private consortium: GeeO.
When the parent companies : Schneider Electric
& Radiall chose not to industrialized the
technology, came the difficult choice:
• Spin out or redirect the activity

BUT
> It was not so clear to the partners that they would

>

allow the spin out or how they would proceed.
It took 1 year + to move to that stage.
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Raising funds

•

Discovery of an entirely new world and the
development of one activity:
> Convincing people to go forward while holding –
sometimes barely – things together.

•

It is said that the one thing all entrepreneurs
have in common is optimism.

I think this trait is in fact mostly acquired.
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First Success!

•
•
•

•

Gradually, through presentations, visits, interest
was raised and a small cluster of seed investors
gathered 1.5 M€ between them.
Founders put some significant personal money
The company was created after one last marathon
negotiation.
A team of 7 people jump in the new venture and set
sail…to the other side of town.
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Vertical growth…

•

1998- 2000:
> The optical telecom field grows like at a blazing

>
>
>

speed, with an 8x capacity increase every 2
years for long distance communications. (who
spoke of Moore’s law…)
Investors massively join
I raise 34 M€ for Teem
End 2000 the company has moved into a 3000
m2 facility, headcount nears 160 people…
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Followed by a big disaster!

•
•

The growth was based on a collective illusion lightly
called « bubble ».
Sector analysts, industry professionals, small
investors failed to realize that the local part of the
network did not have capability to use the long
distance trunk increased capacity.

Personal note: Whenever everyone tells the same story
…there must be something horribly wrong in the
making.
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… And its dire consequences

•
•
•

Three waves of layoffs downsized the company by
a factor of 8…
I raised 10 more M€ after two years of effort
We prepared plan after plan after plan
And we were still in trouble.

The telecom equipment value had been passed along
to the end customers, there was just not enough
money in the whole industry to get by at the
exception of content providers.
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A long desert to cross over

What kept us alive was :
- The management team
- The unreserved support from Teem
Photonics leading investor(s)
- Definite support from the banks
- Survival instinct
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Reorganize and change business model

•

•

•

In 2005, we came upon the possibility of acquiring
the laser activity, also based in Grenoble, from US
company JDS Uniphase.
Multiple reasons made the deal attractive:
> Multiple activity segments
> Similar technical knowledge base
> Geographic proximity
> Existing business line.
In 2006, the Telecom business lost one key
opportunity for growth and the unit was sold and
transferred to US based Gould Fiber Optics.
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More than just new paint

•
•
•

•

We reorganized…again and had to learn the
new business on the fly.
Lost some customers in the first year who
got scared when JDS Uniphase announced
the unit would be closing, prior to the sale.
Raised internally more funds: 3M€ to
redevelop the product range.
In 2008 we were poised to grow again and
… the recession hit!
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A much smaller problem

•

This time we anticipated, as we:
> Did not listen to the customers predicting growth
in 2009
> Started preparing for cost reduction in July 2008
> Used heavily temporary unemployment in 2009
> Were ready to re-start at the end of 2009.

•
•

2010 was 120% above 2009, and in fact the
highest of the preceding years.
2011 is coming with more growth still.
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3 – Reflections on Entrepreneurship
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8 cardinal reflections on innovation
>
>
>
>

>
>

>
>

Transferring / starting up is loaded with uncertainty and risk
Value Human Resources and their stability
Redirect business model if not right the first time
Raising funds : different times call for different approaches,
and actors. Favor intelligence and persistence over wealth
and nervousness.
Banks, are critical, unfortunately only very few individuals
have the capacity to properly gauge the risk in the bank
industry (sounds familiar?)
Adapting company size: in a downturn « fixed cost » are
quite fixed, beware.
IP, good but protection is more soft power than hard power
New markets vs existing markets need to be balanced :
expectations about penetration speed vary and legacy
endures.
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Merci!
Thank you!
Cпасибо!
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